ABSTRACT

We present here a calibrated and experimentally validated lumped parameter model of fuel cell polarization for a hydrogen fed multi-cell, low-pressure, proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell stack. The experimental methodology devised for calibrating the model was completed on a 24 cell, 300 cm$^2$ stack with GORE™ PRIMERA® Series 5620 membranes. The predicted cell voltage is a static function of current density, stack temperature, reactant partial pressures, and membrane water content. The maximum prediction error associated with the sensor resolutions used for the calibration is determined along with a discussion of the model sensitivity to physical variables. The expected standard deviation due to the cell-to-cell voltage variation is also modeled.

In contrast to other voltage models that match the observed dynamic voltage behavior by adding unreasonably large double layer capacitor effects or by artificially adding dynamics to the voltage equation, we show that a static model can be used when combined with dynamically resolved variables. The developed static voltage model is then connected with a dynamic fuel cell system model that includes gas filling dynamics, diffusion and water dynamics and we demonstrate the ability of the static voltage equation to predict important transients such as reactant depletion and electrode flooding. It is shown that the model can qualitatively predict the observed stack voltage under various operating conditions including step changes in current, temperature variations, and anode purging.

INTRODUCTION

The operating voltage of a fuel cell stack determines the stack efficiency. Moreover, the stack voltage can provide indirect information about many important fuel cell variables. As increased attention is applied in understanding the reactant and water dynamics in proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells, the impact of transients such as reactant depletion or electrode flooding on the cell efficiency can be examined by observing the cell voltage. For this reason, an accurate model of cell average voltage and the expected cell-to-cell variations are very important for control and diagnostic purposes. Additionally, an accurate model of cell voltage provides a means for model calibration [11, 13, 14].

Numerous low order, physics based models have been developed to predict the cell operating voltage. Springer [16] published an isothermal, one-dimensional, steady-state model for a single cell, demonstrating the influence of membrane water content on polarization. Amphlett et al. [1] determined tunable parameters for the polarization and validated the model with a 35-cell stack. Mann and Amphlett [9] then developed a generic steady-state empirical model for the cell polarization with active area and membrane thickness as inputs in the ohmic overvoltage, and validated it with data for different fuel cell systems. Our work is similar to [14] where the averaged cell voltage of 0.6 kW fuel cell stack was parameterized and a standard deviation based on the observed cell-to-cell variations was derived.

Two and three dimensional models have been used to quantify the steady state polarization. These high order models often calculate along the channel temperature and reactant concent...
trations but ultimately use spatially averaged inputs to a voltage model that calculates an averaged cell voltage [5, 17, 2]. These low and high order models all use static equations for the cell voltage as a function of physical measurements. When the inputs to the model are dynamic, the predicted voltage response is then dynamic. Our work is similar to [14, 15] where the averaged cell voltage of a 6 kW PEMFC stack was parameterized under standard conditions based on the observed cell-to-cell variations.

Rather than generate a detailed physics based model to describe the fuel cell system dynamics, work has been completed to account for dynamics directly in the voltage model. Correa [4] uses a charge double layer to add dynamics to activation and concentration losses. Other work [12, 7] add a first order derivative to the polarizaton similar to [4]. These additional dynamics can then account for the transient voltage response during step changes in current. In [6] the impact of reactant stoichiometry on cell voltage following step changes in current was examined. First order dynamics are then used to describe the transfer function from voltage to current, with current as a state variable. In [3] the constants of the electrical components of an equivalent circuit are estimated using electrochemical impedance studies to describe the voltage dynamics.

Pukrushpan [13] parameterizes a low order, control-oriented fuel cell system model that captures reactant dynamics during load transients based on a generalized steady-state electrochemical model produced by Mann [9]. This paper modifies and parameterizes the voltage model in [13] for a low pressure, 24 cell, 300 cm$^2$ PEM fuel cell stack with Gore$^\text{TM}$ PRIMERA$^\text{®}$ Series 5620 membranes. The predicted cell voltage is a function of current density, stack temperature, reactant partial pressure, and membrane water content. The parameters of this nonlinear function have been identified based on measurements taken at the fuel cell lab at University of Michigan. We then demonstrate the ability of this static voltage equation to capture the voltage degradation during reactant depletion and electrode flooding by coupling the static voltage equation with the dynamic fuel cell model developed in [11] which includes the diffusion dynamics of oxygen, hydrogen, and vapor in the liquid saturated GDL.

1 MODELLING CELL VOLTAGE

The physically motivated basis function for the parameter identification of the polarization was taken from [13] and is reproduced here for clarity. The operational cell voltage, $U$, is a combination of the open circuit voltage, $E$, the activation loss, $U_{act}$, the ohmic loss, $U_{ohmic}$, and the concentration loss, $U_{conc}$, shown by:

$$U = E - U_{act} - U_{ohmic} - U_{conc}$$  (1)

The open circuit voltage, $E$, is derived from electrochemical theory, and described by:

$$E = -\frac{\Delta G^0}{2F} + \frac{\Delta S^0}{2F}(T_{st} - T^0) + \frac{R \cdot T_{st}}{2F} \ln \left( \frac{p_{H_2} \cdot p_{O_2}^{0.5}}{(p^0)^{1.5}} \right)$$  (2)

$$= 1.23 - 2.30 \times 10^{-4} \cdot (T_{st} - 298.15)$$

$$+ 4.3 \times 10^{-5} \cdot T_{st} \ln \left( \frac{p_{H_2} \cdot p_{O_2}^{0.5}}{(101325)^{1.5}} \right).$$  (3)

Where $\Delta G^0$ is the Gibb’s free energy, $\Delta S^0$ the standard entropy, $F$ the Faraday constant, $R$ the universal gas constant, $T_{st}$ the stack temperature, $p_{H_2}$ the hydrogen partial pressure, $p_{O_2}$ the oxygen partial pressure, and $p^0$ and $T^0$ standard conditions.
The polarization curve is often plotted as a function of current density, \( i \). This eases the comparison between fuel cells with different active areas. When the catalyst layers are free of liquid water accumulations, current density can be calculated with:

\[
i = \frac{I}{A_{fc}} \tag{4}
\]

where \( I \) is the total current produced by the electrons from the reaction, and \( A_{fc} \) the active fuel cell area of the membrane.

Overvoltage, losses, or irreversibilities, arise from reaction kinetics (in the activation region at low current density) and membrane resistance (in the ohmic ohmic region at moderate current density). In regions with high current density the concentration loss decreases the cell voltage rapidly. This loss appears due to transport limitations in the channels. No experiments were collected in this current range.

The activation energy determines the reaction rate. When current is demanded, additional energy is needed to accelerate the chemical reaction, causing a rapid voltage drop called activation loss. Tafel discovered a logarithmic relationship between the voltage drop and the current for the activation. McDougall showed that one of Tafel’s parameters \( A \) is physically motivated. Their contributions are described in [8] by:

\[
U_{act} = A \cdot \ln \left( \frac{i}{i_0} \right) = \frac{R \cdot T_{st}}{2\alpha F} \cdot \ln \left( \frac{i}{i_0} \right) \tag{5}
\]

where \( i \) is the current density, \( i_0 \) is the exchange current density representing the reaction rate at the thermodynamic equilibrium, and \( \alpha \) is the charge transfer coefficient (system specific).

Amphlett [1] then added the influence of oxygen concentration using the parametric expression:

\[
U_{act} = \xi_1 + \xi_2 \cdot T_{st} + \xi_3 \cdot T_{st}(\ln(i) + \xi_4 \cdot \ln(C_{O_2})) \tag{6}
\]

where \( C_{O_2} \) is the oxygen concentration at the membrane which is calculated using the channel oxygen partial pressure [1]:

\[
C_{O_2} = p_{O_2} \cdot 1.97 \cdot 10^5 \cdot e^{0.98/T_{st}}. \tag{7}
\]

At open circuit, equation (6) can not be parameterized due to the logarithmic current density term. As a result (6) is modified:

\[
U_{act} = U_{0,act} + U_a \cdot (1 - e^{C_{1,4}}) \tag{8}
\]

where \( U_{0,act} \) is the current independent part and \( U_a \) the current dependent part of the activation loss:

\[
U_{0,act} = \chi_1 + \chi_2 \cdot T_{st} + \chi_3 \cdot \ln(p_{O_2})
\]

\[
U_a = \chi_4 \cdot T_{st}. \tag{9}
\]

The parameters \( C_1, \chi_1, \chi_2, \chi_3, \) and \( \chi_4 \) are identified with experimental data. Note here that the open circuit voltage, \( U(i=0) \), (as explained in Fig. 4) is:

\[
U(i=0) = E - U_{0,act}. \tag{10}
\]

The ohmic loss represents the linear part of the polarization curve and is influenced by proton-flow-resistance in the membrane. This membrane resistance is a function of current, temperature, and membrane water content, \( \lambda_m \), which varies from 0 to 14, where 0 corresponds to relative humidity of 0\% and 14 to 100\%, respectively [16]. The ohmic loss then becomes

\[
U_{ohmic} = \frac{I_m}{(b_{11} \cdot \lambda_m - b_{12}) \cdot \exp \left( b_2 \left( \frac{1}{\lambda_m} - \frac{1}{T_{st}} \right) \right)} \cdot i \tag{11}
\]

where \( t_m \) is the membrane thickness, \( b_{12}, b_2 \), are taken form [13], \( b_{11} \) needs identification after assuming \( \lambda_m = 14 \) due to the experimental conditions and our data set.

### 2 Model Assumptions and Inputs

Cell-to-cell voltage measurements in a multiple-cell stack show spatial variation. This spatial variation results form the distributed nature of the temperature \( T \), the humidity \( \phi \), the partial pressures \( p_{H_2} \) and \( p_{O_2} \), and the oxygen mole fraction \( y_{O_2} \) through the stack. These variables will be closer discussed in this section. Additionally measurements of these variables at the membrane surface of each cell are cumbersome. As an alternative, these variables are assumed to be the arithmetic average of the manifold inlet and outlet values. The voltage model is parameterized with the averaged variables:

\[
p_{ca} = \frac{p_{ca,in} + p_{ca,out}}{2} \quad p_{an} = \frac{p_{an,in} + p_{an,out}}{2} \tag{12}
\]

\[
T_{ca} = \frac{T_{ca,in} + T_{ca,out}}{2} \quad T_{an} = \frac{T_{an,in} + T_{an,out}}{2} \tag{13}
\]

\[
\phi_{ca} = \frac{\phi_{ca,in} + 1}{2} \quad \phi_{an} = \frac{\phi_{an,in} + 1}{2} \tag{14}
\]

where \( \phi \) is the relative humidity. A statistical analysis of cell-voltage measurements will justify this lumped parameter approach. The anode and cathode outlet are assumed to be fully humidified (\( \phi_{out} = 1 \)).
The hydrogen partial pressure is defined by:

\[ p_{H_2} = p_{an} - \phi_{an} \cdot p_{sat}(T_{an}) \]  

(13)

where the vapor saturation pressure, \( p_{sat} \), is a function of temperature.

The oxygen partial fraction is determined after taking into account that the air in the cathode contains oxygen, nitrogen, and vapor. The average oxygen partial pressure is calculated with

\[ p_{O_2} = y_{O_2} \cdot \left( p_{ca} - \phi_{ca} \cdot p_{sat}(T_{ca}) \right) \]  

(14)

where the average oxygen mole fraction, \( y_{O_2} \), and dry air is calculated using

\[ y_{O_2} = \frac{(2 \cdot \lambda - 1)}{2 \cdot \lambda} \cdot y_{O_2, in} \]  

(15)

with \( y_{O_2, in} = 0.21 \) the mole fraction of oxygen in dry air at the inlet, and the air excess ratio \( \lambda \) which is calculated from:

\[ \lambda = \frac{y_{O_2, in} \cdot 4 \cdot F \cdot W_{air, in}}{n_c \cdot M_{mol, air} \cdot I} \]  

(16)

where \( W_{air, in} \) is air flow at the cathode inlet, \( n_c \) the number of cells, \( M_{mol, air} \) the molar mass of dry air.

### 3 PARAMETERIZATION

Here we describe the experimental setup and methodology for parameterizing the polarization model.

For the identification the average cell voltage \( U_{ave} \) is used. The average cell voltage is then defined by:

\[ U_{ave} = \frac{U_{st}}{n_c} \]  

(17)

where \( U_{st} \) is the measured total stack voltage. The polarization is expressed for a single cell.

#### 3.1 Experimental Hardware

Fig. 1 describes the system configuration for all tests mentioned in this paper. The fuel cell stack installed at the Fuel Cell Laboratory at the University of Michigan contains 24 cells in series with a cell active area of 300 cm². The continuous power output of the stack is 1.4 kW. The operating temperature range is from 50°C to 65°C. The fuel cell contains 35 µm thick GORE®M PRIMERA® Series 5620 polymer electrolyte membranes. The diffusion layers are version 3 ETek™ ELATs, and the flow fields are machined into graphite plates.

Compressed pure hydrogen is stored in a cylinder. The anode inlet pressure is regulated with a manual pressure regulator to 3 psig (1.2 bar). The hydrogen path through the anode is dead-ended with a purge solenoid valve that is periodically opened to remove liquid water from the anode. The event of opening anode outlet valve is referred to as “purge”.

The flow of dry oil-less air is controlled with a mass flow controller (MFC) containing an internal PID controller for air flow regulation. The computer sends a mass flow demand to the MFC, based on a desired air excess ratio, \( \lambda \), and current, \( I \). The dry air outers the humidification section (HM) and then enters the humidifier, PS the power section, R the reservoir, MPR the manual pressure regulator, H the heater (AC), HT the heat tape, HX the heat exchanger and fan, MFC the mass flow controller, MV the manual valve, PSV the purge solenoid valve, SSV supply solenoid valves, WP the water pump, A the ampere meter, MFM the mass flow meter, P pressure sensors, T temperature sensors, \( \phi \) humidity sensors, and U the stack voltage.

\[ ^1 \text{The fuel cell was purchased from the Schatz Energy Research Center at Humboldt State University.} \]
the power section (PS) of the stack.

The cooling loop fulfills two functions: humidification of the air and regulation of the stack temperature. The water temperature regulation is achieved with a heat-exchanger (HX) and on-off fan control for cooling and heating tapes (HT) for heating. The controlled temperature is the coolant water temperature exiting the stack power section (PS).

In Fig. 1 capital letters in a circle are displayed. They represent measurement points. Two resistive temperature devises (RTD) measure the coolant temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the power section with ±40 to 85 °C range and ±0.3 °C accuracy. An MKS type 1559A air mass flow controller (co-located sensor) with range 20-200 slm² ± 2 slm accuracy, and 0.5 s time constant is installed upstream of the cathode inlet. A Hastings HFM201 hydrogen mass flow meter (MFM) with 0-100 slm range, ±1 slm, and 2 s settling time is installed upstream of the anode inlet. Three Omega PX4202-005G5V pressure transducers with 0-5 psig range, ±0.012 psig accuracy and 10 ms time constant are used at the cathode inlet/outlet and the anode outlet. An Omega PX603 pressure transducer with 0-30 psig range, ±0.12 psig accuracy and 5 ms time constant is used at the anode inlet. Two relative humidity sensors are installed in the inlet of the anode and the cathode. The current drawn from the stack is controlled and measured with a Dynaload RBL488 electronic load with 0-400 A range (±0.015 A). Individual cell voltages are measured with 0-1200 mV/cell (± 1 mV/cell). Data logging occurs at 2Hz or higher frequency.

### 3.2 Experimental Methodology

The voltage model is tuned by controlling three inputs, namely the ratio, $\lambda$, the current, $I$, and the stack temperature, $T_{st}$. $I$ is measured with the amperemeter according to Fig. 1 and $T_{st}$ corresponds to the coolant water temperature at the power section’s outlet. Fig. 2 shows the average cell voltage output, $U_{ave}$, as a function of the three mentioned inputs.

The fuel cell stack is flow-controlled. The air excess ratio is kept at a constant value, not the oxygen partial pressure. Hence, oxygen partial pressure changes at different current levels, $I$, for constant temperature, $T_{st}$, and air ratio, $\lambda$. The anode inlet total pressure remains constant throughout the experiment so we have to rely on the theoretical dependency of cell voltage to hydrogen pressure. Coolant temperature changes in a bounded range around the temperature set point due to heater, $H$, heat tape, $HT$, and heat exchanger, $HX$, activities.

The set of quasi-static-current measurements comprised of the following conditions. The range of air excess ratio tested was $\lambda \in [2, 2.5, 3]$, for the temperature $T_{st} \in [50, 60, 65] ^\circ C$, and for the current $I \in [0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90]$ A.

---

*Standard liters per minute (slm) are the units used by the manufacturer. Although SI units are used in the rest of this article, the instrument specifications are quoted with the manufacturer’s units.*

---
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**Figure 2:** This figure shows some collected data. The first line shows the average cell voltage as a function of experimental time with the corresponding controlled inputs $I$, $\lambda$, and $T_{st}$. The ranges of $\lambda$, and $T_{st}$ are not large.
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**Figure 3:** Ohmic slope as a function of temperature and air excess ratio.

### 3.3 Ohmic loss

The ohmic overvoltage is a function of temperature and current density (9). By comparing the stack voltage measurements as a function of current density for a given temperature and air excess ratio we found that voltage is a linear function of current density at $i \geq$ 100 mA/cm², indicating the beginning of the ohmic region.

Linear least square regression was applied to find nine different slopes for temperature set points [50, 60, 65] °C, and air excess ratios [2, 2.5, 3] covering each current range from 100 mA/cm² to 200 mA/cm². Outliers in the data were removed. Fig. 3 plots the calculated slope of the polarization curve at a given temperature and air excess ratio. In this form the slope
represents the cell voltage drop per unit current density.

Amphlett's voltage equation [1] suggests that the ohmic slope decreases with increasing temperature. In Fig. 3 one clearly sees, the ohmic slope tends to increase as air excess ratio increases. However, there is not a consistent monotonic relationship for the range of temperature and air excess ratios tested. The slope variation due to temperature changes is small. Springer's [16] basis function for ohmic loss does not indicate any influence of \( pO_2 \) (or \( \lambda \)) on the slope. However, there is an oxygen partial pressure \( pO_2 \) related influence on polarization in the activation overvoltage. Higher pressure decreases \( U_a \), which indirectly influences the slope.

The ohmic slope becomes the average of all nine sets (\( A \) set is the data with a constant air ration \( \lambda \) and temperature \( T_{st} \)).

The average ohmic slope, \( B_1 \), was found to be:

\[
B_1 = 5.4215 \cdot 10^{-4}. \quad (18)
\]

Where \( B_1 \) is in V-cm\(^2\)/mA. Relating the ohmic slope to Eqn. (9),

\[
B_1 = \frac{t_m}{(b_{11} \cdot \lambda_m - b_{12}) \cdot \exp(b_2 \left( \frac{1}{303} - \frac{1}{T_{st}} \right))}. \quad (19)
\]

The median temperature for the data sets was \( T_{st} = 331.48 \) K. Assuming the membranes are fully humidified (\( \lambda_m = 14 \)), the membrane thickness \( t_m = 3.5 \cdot 10^{-5} \) m, and using \( b_{12} = 3.26 \) mA/ (V-cm) and \( b_2 = 350 \) from [16], Eqn. (19) can be rearranged to find the parameter \( b_{11} = 0.65041 \) V-cm\(^2\)/mA.

Note, the influence of membrane water content \( \lambda_m \) could not be directly parameterized because experiments under sub-saturated conditions were not performed. However the polarization must include the membrane water content to show the influence of membrane dehydration on the voltage equation.

### 3.4 Activation Loss

Parameterization of the polarization model for the activation loss, \( U_{act} \), in the current density range \( i \in [0, 100] \) mA/cm\(^2\) is shown in this section. The activation region contains an initial drop at zero current combined with an exponential decreasing function of current (Fig. 4). To force the activation loss to be constant at current densities greater than 100 mA/cm\(^2\) the current rate constant \( C_1 \) in Eqn. (8) was tuned to be \( C_1 = 0.05 \) cm\(^2\)/mA.

First, \( E \), is calculated using Eqn. (2). Then, the parameters of the activation loss are tuned. \( U_{0,act} \) is the difference between the theoretical open circuit voltage, \( E \), and the median of the average-voltage measurements at zero current. The relationship between \( U_{0,act} \) and \( E \) is as shown in Fig. 4. The small \( pO_2 \) range in data limits the ability to identify \( \chi_3 \). Nevertheless it is crucial to incorporate the influence of \( pO_2 \) in the activation to adequately capture the dynamics associated with oxygen starvation. A linear least squares regression was used to determine the parameters \( \chi_1 \), \( \chi_2 \) and \( \chi_3 \) of Eqn. (8) to describe the relationship of \( U_{0,act} \) on \( T_{st} \) and \( pO_2 \). The following relationship was identified:

\[
U_{0,act} = 0.7466 \cdot 2.338 \cdot 10^{-5} \cdot T_{st} - 4.739 \cdot 10^{-2} \cdot \ln(pO_2). \quad (20)
\]

The parameter \( \chi_3 \) is fitted based on Eqn. (20) for \( U_{0,act} \), the measured cell median at 100 mA/cm\(^2\), \( U_{ave}(i = 100) \), and the predicted ohmic overvoltage at 100 mA/cm\(^2\), \( U_{ohmic}(i = 100) \), calculated from Eqn. (18), using the relation:

\[
\chi_3 \cdot T_{st} = E(pH_2, pO_2, T_{st}) - U_{0,act}(pO_2, T_{st}) - U_{ohmic}(i = 100) - U_{ave}(i = 100). \quad (21)
\]

The following relationship was identified:

\[
U_a = 3.416 \cdot 10^{-4} \cdot T_{st}. \quad (22)
\]
A sensitivity analysis of the parameters $\chi_1$ through $\chi_4$ showed that variations of the coefficient associated with the oxygen partial pressure, $\chi_3$, impact the voltage considerably.

### 3.5 Identified Polarization

The overall voltage model equation in V as a function of current density $i$ in mA/cm$^2$, $p_{O_2}$ in Pa, $p_{H_2}$ in Pa, $t_m$ in m, and $T_{st}$ in K was experimentally calibrated, resulting in

\[
U_{av} = 1.23 - 2.30 \cdot 10^{-4} \cdot (T_{st} - 298.15) \\
+ 4.3 \cdot 10^{-5} \cdot T_{st} \cdot ln\left( \frac{p_{H_2} \cdot p_{O_2}^{0.5}}{(101325)^{1.5}} \right) \\
- 0.7466 + 2.338 \cdot 10^{-5} \cdot T_{st} + 4.739 \cdot 10^{-2} \cdot ln(p_{O_2}) \\
- 3.416 \cdot 10^{-4} \cdot T_{st} \cdot (1 - e^{-0.05i}) \\
- \frac{0.906 \cdot t_m}{(0.65041 \cdot \lambda_m - 3.26)} \cdot i.
\]

In Fig. 5 a parity plot compares the voltage-estimation to the average-voltage measurements. A maximum error of 7% occurred for four data sets at 75 and 90A (data not used for identification). The error at high current density (low voltage) is more significant than at low current density (high voltage), perhaps due to the degree of electrode flooding.

### 4 Sensitivity and Statistical Analysis

We present a graphical sensitivity analysis of the influence of inputs on the estimated polarization as a function of current density. We then provide a statistical analysis on the measured cell voltages. Finally we provide an analytical assessment of the impact of sensor resolution on the estimated polarization.

#### 4.1 Influence of Inputs

The input variables $(T_{st}, \lambda_m, p_{O_2}, p_{H_2})$ were varied to examine their influence on the estimated polarization, some are shown in Fig. 6, 7, and 8. The stack temperature had the smallest influence on the estimated voltage, with the membrane water content having the greatest influence. When the cell dehydrates ($\lambda_m = 8$ corresponds to a membrane relative humidity of 83%), the membrane resistance increases causing a decrease in cell voltage. Although this trend is physically justified and has been observed in experiment, we cannot validate the exact mathematical relation because we cannot measure the exact membrane water content $\lambda_m$. As expected, the influence of the reactant pressures or cell temperature impacts the OCV and activation loss, only, resulting in a constant slope at current density above 100 mA/cm$^2$. The membrane water content, however impacts the ohmic loss and thus influences the slope in the ohmic region.
The influence of the oxygen partial pressure on cell voltage (through the OCV and activation loss) is important when considering reactant dynamics. For low oxygen partial pressure, the logarithmic term in the Nernst equation becomes negative. Although this is the right trend, experiments with such severe starvation were not performed.

Anode pressure was kept constant during experiments. Thus, influence of hydrogen partial pressure was not measured. However, \( p_{H_2} \) affects the open circuit voltage through the Nernst equation and shows a similar effect as \( p_{O_2} \).

### 4.2 Statistical Analysis

Cell-voltages vary due to pressure, temperature, and humidity changes along the stack’s flow channels. Fig. 9 shows the distribution plots for cell-voltage measurements at different current densities and at \( \lambda = 2.5 \), \( T_{st} = 60^\circ\text{C} \). The actual bar plots of the cell-voltage-measurements are shown with the bell curves for \( i \in [0, 50, 300] \) mA/cm\(^2\) to verify the normal distribution.

The standard deviation associated with the cell-to-cell voltage variation, shown in Fig. 10, is large at 0 current, decreases for 50 mA/cm\(^2\) and increases again as a function of current density. A difference smaller than 2.7% should be expected from cell-to-cell based on the observed standard deviation and the average voltage value. This error is small enough to justify polarization parameterization based on average voltage calculation.

There is no pattern in the standard deviation observable as a function of \( \lambda \) or \( T_{st} \) similar to the one identified by Rodatz [14]. A fifth order polynomial fits the maximum standard deviation as a function of current density.

\[
s(i) = 1.2938 \cdot 10^{-8} \cdot i^4 - 9.4521 \cdot 10^{-6} \cdot i^3 + 2.5156 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot i^2 - 0.2479 \cdot i + 14.934
\]

where \( \Delta U_{ave} \) is in V. As operating point used here is \( T_{st} = 333 \) K, \( p_{H_2} = 80000 \) Pa, \( p_{O_2} = 120000 \) Pa, and \( i = 300 \) mA/cm\(^2\). The calculation showed that the maximum error associated with the sensor resolution occurs at 300 mA/cm\(^2\). The errors due to pressure resolution is so small that it can be neglected. The sensor resolution are taken from section 3.1. To derive a relative value, the maximum measurement error is divided by the minimum cell voltage (650 mV) at open circuit. The maximum measurement error is then 0.7%, which is small compared to the error (7%) introduced by the fitting of the average polarization as shown in Fig. 5.
5 DYNAMIC VOLTAGE RESPONSE

Although we have demonstrated the ability of the derived static polarization model to capture our quasi-static experimental results, the model developed here must be combined with an additional dynamic equations that describe the cell reactant and water dynamics. The model augmentation is necessary to predict voltage transients associated with reactant depletion that occurs during fast changes in current drawn from the fuel cell and electrode flooding that occurs during liquid water accumulation. The model by McKay et al. [10] is a two-phase one-dimensional model describing reactant and water dynamics by discretizing the gas diffusion layer (GDL). The model in [10] calculates species concentrations across the GDL and the degree of flooding in the electrodes. The \( p_{O_2} \) and \( p_{H_2} \) at the catalyst surface (instead of the channel) are now inputs to our polarization model. Moreover, we feed the apparent density \( i_{app} \) (instead of the commanded \( i \) given in (4)) to the polarization model.

Using the catalyst reactant concentrations and the apparent current density has implications in the predicting ability of the derived static model. In particular we show with two experiments in Fig. 11 and 12 (subplot 1) that the reactant concentrations are lower at the catalyst surfaces than in the flow fields, especially when liquid water saturation impedes the oxygen transport as in Fig 11. Additionally, the oxygen concentration transients are now slower and of a different magnitude at the catalyst interface than in the channels due to the time lag associated with transport through the GDL. As a result we predict better the transients associated with oxygen starvation but we under-predict the overall steady-state voltage. Using the apparent current density has a more profound effect to the voltage prediction that is explained in detail next.

5.1 Reactant Depletion

The polarization model was parameterized using channel properties. The variables influencing the actual cell voltage, however are located at the membrane-catalyst interface. Following a step increase in current, shown in Fig. 11, oxygen depletion at the catalyst layer is more significant than in the cathode channel. As a result, the oxygen partial pressure decreases rapidly causing a distinct drop in the cell voltage until the oxygen is replenished and the air excess ratio returns to the setpoint. Thus, the static voltage-equation with dynamic inputs captures the voltage response during oxygen depletion.

5.2 Electrode Flooding

Flooding appears, when the production or transport of vapor overcomes the ability of the water vapor to diffuse through the GDL. The vapor then supersaturates and condenses. The liquid water then partially coats the catalyst layer, reducing the cell active area. As a result, the apparent current density, \( i_{app} \), increases due to the decreased active area. Using the apparent current density as an input to the polarization model, the impact of flooding on cell voltage can be examined.

Fig. 11 shows the measured cell voltage (thin lines) and the model prediction (thick lines) at \( i = 300 \text{ mA/cm}^2 \). The middle subplot indicates the apparent current density, \( i_{app} \), compared to the nominal current density. As explained in section 3.1, the anode is periodically purged to remove liquid water. These purging events are noted by the sharp increase in voltage following a slower overall voltage decay. Different degrees of flooding (changing cell active area) lead to the saw-tooth pattern of the apparent current density. Of most importance, the static voltage equation captures the dynamic response associated with electrode flooding.

Fig. 12 shows the measured and predicted cell voltages at lower current density, when the degree of flooding is less significant. Notice the apparent current density is equal to the nominal current density following a purging event, indicating that reactants are no longer being obstructed from the catalyst layer. The trend in voltage between purging events is captured well.
6 CONCLUSION

We present a detailed model of cell polarization that depends on reactant partial pressure, temperature, membrane water content and current density. The model was calibrated and experimentally validated for a low pressure 24 cell, 300 cm² PEM fuel cell stack. The maximum error in the voltage was 7%. A model was developed to describe the standard deviation of 2.7%. Rather than incorporating dynamics in the voltage equation, we demonstrate the ability of this static polarization equation to capture reactant and flooding dynamics when coupled with a dynamic lumped parameter model of the gas channels, diffusion layer and membrane.
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